Competitive ligands facilitate dissociation of the complex of bifunctional inhibitor and protein kinase.
Dissociation of the complex of a ligand and a protein usually follows the kinetic profile of the first order process and the rate of dissociation is not affected by the presence of competitive ligands. We discovered that dissociation of the complex between a bifunctional ligand and a protein kinase (the catalytic subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase), an enzyme possessing 2 different substrate binding sites, was accelerated (facilitated) over 50-fold in the presence of competitive ligands at higher concentrations. Structurally diverse compounds revealed >10-fold different efficiency for acceleration of dissociation of the complex. These results show that the kinetic behavior of flexible biomolecular complexes possessing two spatially separated contact areas is highly dynamic. This property of biomolecular complexes should be carefully considered for effective application of bifunctional ligands for regulation of activity of target proteins in cells.